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Chapter 1. Alphabet Fun

Multiple Choice Questions

 A. 1. a  2. b 3. c 4. b

ttLet's Do

 B. 1. ant  2. bat  3. boat  4. car
  5. dog    6. goat    7. hat  8. jug
  9. mouse   10. ship    11. table  12. tup
 C.      Alphabetical Order
  nargeo    ...Orange...   1. Apple
  apaayp    ...Papaya...   2. Banana
  pelap     ...Apple...   3. Grapes
  olnem eatwr  ...Water Melon...  4. Guava
  aaanbn    ...Banana...   5. Mango
  oagmn    ...Mango...   6. Orange
  auvga     ...Guava...   7. Papays
  rpsega    ...Grapes...   8. Pineapple
  pleap nipe   ...Pine apple...  9. pomegrarate
  ernteaagmop  ...Pomegrarate...  10. Watermelon
 D. 1. I am in third standard. 2. Respect everyone.
  3. Life is beautiful       4. The sun rises in the east.
  5. We should eat healthy food.  6. India eats healthy food.
  7. I love chocolate.      8. The night is cold.
ttImagination Corner

 C. V E G E T A B L E I Q A Kitchen

.....................Vegetable

.....................Fridge

.....................Plate

.....................Jar

.....................Bowl

.....................Knife

School

.....................Teacher

.....................Table

.....................Books

.....................Student

.....................Library

.....................Principal

T E A C H E R I K B P C
F Y C J A R K B N H H T
G B O O K S F R I D G E
A O M D E B R A F R P A
E W N D L P U R E I X C
P L A T E C I Y A S O B
F Q J K A S T U D E N T
T W U L W G S X I V N Z
M O P R I N C I P A L Z

 F.  child will collect new word from the prescribed lessons and use dictionary to find out then 
meaning further. He/she will use those words in sentences of their own.
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Chapter 2. Sentences

Multiple Choice Questions

 A. 1. a  2. c 3. c 4. d

ttLet's Do

 B. 1. Ajay and Janvi are cousins.   2. Diwali is the festival of lights.
  3. My parents have gone to Punne.   4. The audience clapped loudly.
  5. My mother goes for shopping everyday.
  6. Children were seated quietly in the class.
 C. 1. Assertive 2. Interrogative 3. Exclamatory 4. Assertive-Negative
  5. Ascerive  6. Interrogative  7. Imperative 8. Imperative
 D. 1. I always reach school on time. 2. Rajiv is feeling well
  3. Ashu has the courage to walk also on the street.
  4. A fox cub can be tamed.   5. Surbhi can swim.
  6. Aakash is flying aeroplanes.   7. Shubham is fond of playing cricket.
  8. Ajay has very friends.    9. Ali always bunks his classes.
  10. Sara has the interest in watching T.V.
 E. 1. I can play a ...game... . 2. Did you close the ...gate... .
   Kind of sentences ...assertive... .  Kind of sentence ...interogative... .
  3. The ...vase... is pretty.    4. I like my birtday ...cake... .
   Kind of sentence ...assertive... .   Kind of sentence ...assertive... .
  5. The bear is the ...cave... .   6. Use a ...broom... to clean the dust on the floor
   Kind of sentence ...assertive... .   Kind of sentence ...assertive... .
  7. Did you see the ...tape...?   8. Wow! this ...building... is very tall.
   Kind of sentence ..interrogative.. . Kind of sentence ...exclamatory... . 
ttImagination Corner

 F. Q1. Have you brought your Almanac today/
  Ans. Yes, Maam, I have brought it today.
  Q2. Why did you not complete your assignment.
  Ans. Sorry Maam, I was not well yesterdays.
  Q3. Where is your. English notebook?
  Ans. Maam its lying in my bag.
  Q4. How is your health today?
  Ans. I am feeling better today.
  Q5. Why have you not wash your uniform?
  Ans. Maam its my birthday today.
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 G. 1. Wow! its a lovely gift dad. 2. Oh no! Its so creepy.
  3. Ohh! its chill cold      4. O God! You are too bad. You scared me.

Chapter 3. Articles A, An, The

Multiple Choice Questions

 A. 1. c  2. a 3. a 4. b

ttLet's Do

 B. 1.   2.  3.  4.  5. 
	 6.      6. 	 	   8. 	 9. 	 10. 
 C. 1. I quickly ate the / an cookies
  2. A / An egg is shaped like a / an oval.
  3. The dog caught a / an stick.
  4. Ravi wanted to read a / an comic book.
  5. The class went on a / an field trip.
  6. I bought a book yesterday. A / The book was interesting.
  7. My father is a / an honest man.
  8. I am going to visit a / the Taj Mahal tomorrow.
 D. 1. Jane is an author.  2. Muthu is at the home
  2. The Earth is a planet.    4. We've got a big house.
  5. I have got water.      6. Gurpreet is a doctor.
  7. Sinhas are my neighbours   8. Golf is a nice game.
  9. The Taj Mahal is one of the seven wonder of the world.
  10. Tare woke up early in the morning.
 E. 1. ...An... apple   2. ...The... Taj Mahal  3. ...The... Sun
  4. ...An... ice cream      5. ...a... bird   6. ...a... tiger
  7. ...The... earth        8. ...an... elephant

ttImagination Corner

 E. 1. The U.S.A is a rich nation.  2. A glass of milk daily keep us healty.
  3. Have is the only student who sings well.
  4. I shall complete my task within an how.
  5. Shri Narender Modi is the Prime Minister of India.
  6. Maric needs an eraser to correct her answer.
  7. Vadedara is the best place to live at.
  8. Rasgulla is an Indian sweet.
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 C. Z J L S C W X F G H T

.....................SPEAK

.....................WRITE

.....................COOK

.....................JUMP

.....................BUY

.....................EAT

........................CELEBRATE

I K A P H R E A K L M
F G B E C I D J G O L
F P D A P T O C N I R
C O O K E E A B N M A
R K L U F A D L S J E
B O P L A Y K V W V T
H S I Z W A U J I C D
T H Q Y G T J U M P L
Q J C E L E B R A T E
O E F P H D U A S B A
C E Z P P B Y Y C W T

Chapter 4. Nouns

Multiple Choice Questions

 A. 1. a  2. c 3. b 4. c 5. d

ttLet's Do

 B. 1. bouquet 2. school 3. brood 4. flock 5. fleet
  6. colony   7. bunch   8. swarm 9. bundle 10. team
 C. 1. The times of India, The Hindu 2. India, Nepal 3. The Ganga, The Yamuna
  4. The Taj Mahal, The statue of Unit 5. April, December
 D. 1. A fish cannot survive in air.
  2. The children buy snacks from a shop.
  3. The students are going to school.
  4. Honey stays edible for 3000 years.
  5. Spread butter over a piece of bread.
  6. The principal welcomed the chief guest with a bouquet of flowers.
  7. The sun is the ultimate source of light.
  8. I massage my head with oil.
  9. I will go to Agra by bus.
  10. My sister lives in an urban city.

Countable Noun Uncountable Noun
fish, children, shop, students, school years, 
piece of bread, principal chiefguest bouquet 
of flowers, sun, head, bus, sister, city, Agra.

air, snacks, honey butter, source of light oil.
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 E.  A ...salt...  seller used to carry the salt bag on his ...donkey...  to the ...market... 

 every day.

   On the way they had to cross ....river...  . One day the donkey suddenly tumbled 

down the stream and the slat bag also fell into the ...river... .

   The salt dissolved in the water and hence the ...bag...  became very light to carry. The 

donkey was happy.
  Then the donkey started to play the same trick every day.
  The salt seller came to understand the trick and decided to teach a lesson to it.

  The next day he loaded ...cotton...   bag on the donkey.

  Again it played the same trick hoping that the cotton bag would still become lighter.
   But the dampened cotton became very heavy to carry and the donkey suffered. It learnt a 

lesson. It didn't play the trick anymore after that day, and the seller was happy.

 F.
1B
U 3F 6M
N L 5C O L O N Y

2S C H O O L R B
H C O

K W
4H E R D

ttImagination Corner

 G. 1.  Children will make the list of games and equipments discussing it among themselves. This 
will be a group task / pan work given by the teacher.

Chapter 05. Nouns-Gender

Multiple Choice Questions

 A. 1. b  2. c 3. c 4. d

ttLet's Do

 B. 1. The host served  food  to the  guest .

  2. The washerwoman is washing  clothes .
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  3. The  doctors  are in the  operation theatre.

  4. Uncle  bought a  gift  for my  aunt .

  5. The prince married the princess.  

  6. The  servants  of the  house  were on holiday.

  7. Latika  and her  brother  talked to the driver.

  8. Both the emperor and empress waved to the crowd.

Masculine Noune Feminine Noun Common Noun
Uncle
Prince

Brother
Emperor

Washer woman
Aunt

Princess
Latika

Empress

food guest, clothes 
doctors, gift operation, 
theater, servants, house, 
brother holiday driver.

 C. 1. My aunt visits her neice every weekend.
  2. the manageress is still a spinster.
  3. Thus king is a windower   
  4. Her / His daughter-in-law is an airhostess / a steward.
  5. The authoress is writing a book about Empress of Japan.
  6. He tipped waitress at the hotel.
  7. My grandmother sits under a tree to read newspaper.
  8. My brother greeted him sir.
 D. 1. g  2. e 3. h 4. a 5. c
  6. b     7. f     8. d
 E. 1. chicken 2. baby 3. spouse 4. sibling 5. parent
  6. servant   7. animal   8. bird
 F. Masculine gender 

noun
Feminine gender 

noun
Common gender 

noun
boy, lion, horse, king, 

father
girl, mare, heroine, 

queen, mother actress
child, pilot, actor, 

nurse, cook, neigh-
bour, dancer

ttImagination Corner

 G. 1. The gentleman talked to the lady. 
  2. My uncle is a waiter in a hotel.
  3. Mr. Roys niece is a good lass.
  4. The emperor of Magadh was judicious king.
  5. The actor played the role of a murderer.
  6. The duke has a beautiful bride.
  7. The sales man listened to the monk.
  8. The heiress of this family is also a good host.
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Chapter 6. Nouns- Singular and Plural

Multiple Choice Questions

 A. 1. b  2. c 3. b 4. c

ttLet's Do

 B. Singular Plural Singular Plural

day ...days... cap caps
...hat... hats army ...armies...

lady ladies branch ...branches...

wife wives ...elf... elves

...key... keys ...thief... thieves

leaf ...leaves... quiz ...quizzes...

 C.

cat cats

1.

pencil pencils

2.

car cars

3.

girl girls

4.

bird birds

5.

tree trees

6.

loaf loaves

7.

watch watches

8.

biscuit biscuits

9.

 D. 1. cowboys 2. brushes 3. houseflies 4. thieves 5. shelves
  6. buses   7. wives   8. puppies 9. halfves 10. knifes
 E. 1. dresses, ladies, parties 2. babies, dogs, puppies
  3. children, shoes, feet    4. photos, women, roofs
  5. eggs, geese, eggs, hens
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ttImagination Corner

 F.  Singular  Plural Sentence
  1. child      children   Children are playing.
  2. hobby     hobbies   I nurture two hobbies.
  3. computer    computers  He is good at computers.
  4. story      stories   This book has interesting stories.
  5. mango     mangoes   Mangoes are very Juicy.
  6. shelf      shelves   My cupboard has many selves.
  7. clock      clocks   All the clocks are running fast.
  8. tooth     teeth   Always clean you teeth forgood.
  9. leaf      leaves   Leaves are falling down health rapidly.
  10. egg      eggs    Eggs in the fridge are broken. 
 G. Children will do this activity under the supervision of subject teachers their canvenience.

Chapter 7. Pronouns

Multiple Choice Questions

 A. 1. b  2. b 3. b 4. b

ttLet's Do

 B. 1. d  2. c 3. b 4. e 5. a
 C. 1. she 2. it 3. They 4. him 5. her
  6. we     7. it    8. you
 D. 1. who 2. which 3. what 4. whose 5. where
  6. which   7. who    8. whom
 E. 1. That 2. Those 3. This 4. Those 5. That
  6. These   7. Those   8. That
 F. Hi, How are your feeling now?
  What happened to your stomach?
  Did you take outside food?
  What medicines are you taking?
  Who is examining your body?

ttImagination Corner

 G.  My friend's name is Mohit. He is a very nice boy. He loves his mom and dad very much. Neha 
is his sister. Neha and Mohit go to the same school. He works very hard to get good marks. 
He has many friends. He plays with his friends. He always helps him friends. Everyone likes 
him.

 H. 2. We met a yoga instructer who trained us.
  3. You did not help me when I needed you the most.
  4. He placed the plates on dinning table to help him.
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  5. She cooks so well and she learnt it from her mother.
  6. It is a big boulder carved with its ancient art.
  7. They returned the books which were borrwed by them.

Chapter 8. Adjectives

Multiple Choice Questions

 A. 1. c  2. a 3. b 4. c

ttLet's Do

 B. 1. He ate some mangoes.  ....adjective of quality....
  2. The girl is fit.         ....adjective of quality....
  3. My dad brought me      ....adjective of quality.... 
   colourful flowers
  4. Which bag is yours?     ....possessive adjective ....
  5. A monkey has a long tail    ....adjective of quality....
  6. The tourist visited the     ....adjective of quality.... 
   old palace. 
  7. Ruchika has two dresses    ....adjective of number....
  8. The radio was very loud    ....adjective of quality....
 C.  Sentences     Rewrite Sentences
  1. The books on the top shelf.   The books are on the bottom shelf. 
  2. Reena has long hair.   Reena has short hair. 
  3. I don't like a messy bedroom.   I don't like a tidy/organised bedroom. 
  4. The teacher entered the noisy class. The teacher entered the silent class.
  5. I ate fresh bread for breakfast.   I ate stab bread for breakfast 
  6. Do you like sweet mango shake?   Do you like saw mango shake? 
  7. Our class teacher is very young.   Our class teacher is very old. 
  8. My clothes are bright colours.   My clothes are of dull colours. 
 D. 1. four 2. some 3. sufficient 4. first 5. A few
  6. seven   7. some   8. third
 E. 1. A birthday cake  2. A colourful steep slide.
  3. A tiny elephant       4. A big football
  5. A decorative vase.     6. A red rose.
  7. many stars         8. A beautiful umbrella

ttImagination Corner

 F. Colour Size Smell Taste Feel
Orange two inches fragrant sweet and sour good
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 G. 1. energetic 2. loose 3. good 4. rest 5. pensive / bad
  6. your    7. a pair of black 8. big costly

Chapter 9. Comparison Using Adjectives

Multiple Choice Questions

 A. 1. c  2. b 3. b 4. b

ttLet's Do

 B. 1. comparative 2. superlative 3. comparative 4. comparative
  5.. superlative  6. superlative  7. comparative 8. superlative
 C. 1. most delicious   2. most exciting
  3. more handsome      4. more difficult
  5. most wonderful      6. more-well behaved
  7. brightest         8. taller

 D. Positive Comparative Supelative
.....tall..... taller ...tallest....

fast .....faster..... .....fastest.....
good .....better..... .....best.....

.....noisy..... noisier ....noisiest....
.....fat..... .....fatter..... fattest

dark .....darker..... .....darkest.....
interesting .....more interesting..... .....most interesting.....
.....gentle..... .....gentler..... gentlest
.....sweet..... .....sweater..... sweetest

careful .....more careful..... .....most careful.....

ttImagination Corner

 E.  Mrs. Priya is a good human being. Beside being a teacher she also has a better experience 
of handling problems of children than any other teacher in school. She carries her grace 
by wearing expensive clothes. Her sarees are more expansive than her suits. And the most 
expensive things that suits her personality are her Jwellery.

   She has a deep sense of gratitude. Her understanding is deeper than her knowledge. And the 
deepest is her thinking about every child's growths. She always does a smart work. In a very 
short time she has become popular among all. She is smarter than her colleagues in accom-
plishing any task. Her smartest job is making every child confidant.

  Mrs. Priya is the best teacher in the community of teahcers teaching in schools.
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Chapter 10. Verbs

Multiple Choice Questions

 A. 1. b  2. b 3. c 4. c

ttLet's Do

 B. 1. fishing child flower 2 pencil bake eraser

3. bed chair drawing 4. mouse typing keyboard

5. watching book chair 6. singing cake dog

7. writing night sun 8. cup frog running

 C. 1. returning 2. reading 3. runs 4. plays 5. ringing
  6. singing   7. twinkle   8. teaches
 D. 1. is  2. are 3. Are 4. is 5. is
  6. am     7. are    8. is

ttImagination Corner

 E. 2. run 3. swim 4. run 5. eat 6. play
  7. learn    8. go

Chapter 11. Is, Am, Are and Was, Were (Helping Verbs-I)

Multiple Choice Questions

 A. 1. b  2. c 3. b 4. a

ttLet's Do

 B.  My name ...is... Robin. kritika ...is... my best friend. Yesterday, Kritika and I ...were... in the 
market. There we bought a gift. We entered into a gift shop. There ...was... a piggy bank. We 
purchased that and went home. Today, we ...are... going to our friend's birthday party. I ...am... 
wearing an aqua blue shirt and black pants.

 C. 1. Tomorrow, my parent  are  going to Mumbai.
  2. It rained heavily yesterday.
  3. Anamika is going on the top floor of the building.
  4. Nish helped a beggar.
  5. The passenger has forgotten his wallet inside the cab.
  6. These days most people eat food outside.
  7. Simran is collecting storybooks from the library.
  8. Two person were whispering continuously.
  9. My father talked to the principal on phone.
  10. I was watching cartoon show on TV.
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 D. 1. I was planning to buy a new bicycle.
  2. The ceiling fan was working smoothly.
  3. The kids were playing happily in the rain.
  4. Stars were twinkling at night.
  5. The naughty boy was disturbing others in the class.
  6. The traveller was sipping a cup of coffee on highway.
  7. Celina was driving the car.
  8. I was not a fool.

ttImagination Corner

 E.  One evenings my grandfather and grandmother were invited on dinner. My dad and mom 
were excited to serve than delicious food. I was also enjoying the food prepared by my mom. 
our pet Rony too was served. Pedigree his favourite food. But he was interested in eating 
sweets. I was happy to often him my share. My dad was asking my grandfather to have more 
chapatis but all of them were looking at Romy. I am luck to have a nice loving family.

Chapter 12. Has, Have, Had (Helping Verbs-II)

Multiple Choice Questions

 A. 1. b  2. a 3. c 4. c

ttLet's Do

 B. 1. James and Stacey has a chuffeur driven car. ...have...
  2. Last year, I have malaria and dengue.  ....had...
  3. Preeti have two chocolates and five toffees. ....has...
  4. My father has gone to Chennai yesterday. ....had...
  5. The maid have already cooked the food for dinner ....has...
  6. Neelam has come first in the last class. ....had...
  7. The doctor  have  given me five medicines on ....had... 
   my last visit.
  8. The patient did not  had  headache anymore. ....have...
  9. The kids  have  slept at night.    ....had... 
  10. My aunt  have  purchased a new necklace recently. ....has...
 D. 1. This is a ...cow... .    2. This is a ...table...
   It ...has... two ...horns... .      It ...has... four legs.
  3. These are ...children.      4. It is a ...train... .
   They ...have... fruits in their hands.   It ...has... five coaches.
  5. These are ...four tress... .     6. This is a ...clock... .
   They ...have... green leaves      It ...has... three hands.
  7. These are ...gloves... .      8. That is a ...frock... . 
   Each of these ...has... five fingers.    It ...has... two straps.
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 D. 1. Prashant (has / had) gone to the beach last summer.
  2. The principal (had / has) announced a holiday of five days yesterday.
  3. A week (have / has) seven days.
  4. Children's story books (has / have) colourful pages.
  5. My friends and I (have / had) a lot of fun in Nishant's marriage.
  6. I (have / had) completed today's homework.
  7. Rose (have / has) a sweet small.
  8. My parents (has / have) not gone to Sikkim yet.

ttImagination Corner

 E. 1. 		 2. 	 3. 	 4. 	 5. 
		6. 

Chapter 13. Adverbs

Multiple Choice Questions

 A. 1. a  2. c 3. d 4. a

ttLet's Do

 B. 1. when 2. when 3. where 4. where 5. where
  6. when
 C. 1. largely 2. carefully 3. quickly 4. fiercely  5. equally
  6. happily   7. horribly   8. suitably 9. easily 10. hungrily
 D. 1. quickly 2. excitedly 3. carelessly 4. slowly 5. carefully
  6. quietly   7. loudly   8. beautifully
 E. 1. Rubi sang the song beautifully
  2. The sun shone in the sky brightly.
  3. The tortoise walked slowly but steadly.
  4. He crossed the river safely carefully.
  5. The plane took off quickly.
  6. It rained heavily in the night.
  7. The kid was sleeping in his bed peacefully.
  8. The soldiers frought with the enemies bravely.

ttImagination Corner

 F. 2. I take a bath daily.        3. You play with your friends frequently.
  4. I eat lunch timely.        5. My mother goes to the park daily.
  6. We must read a story book at night.
  7. Did you have your dinner the last night?
  8. Children were watching cartoon serials continuously.
  9. Niharika was singing beautifully in the concent.
  10. The lion was roaring fiercely.    11. The tortoise moved slowly on the track.
  12. Radha was walking fast to reach the station.
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Chapter 14. Prepositions

Multiple Choice Questions

 A. 1. a  2. c 3. c 4. b

ttLet's Do

 B. 1. under 2. along 3. with 4. between 5. above
  6. after    7. up    8. around
 C. 1. There is a clock  on  the wall below the picture.
  2. The man stood next  to  the princess and held the umbrella  over  her.
  3. The manager sat  at  his desk  on  the chair.
  4. The postman is going  down  the stairs.
  5. The truck is parked  near  the house.
  6. The swimmer jumped  into  the river  to  save a dog.
  7. The policeman is standing  in front of  a building.
  8. I was born in 2009
 D. 1. to  2. under 3. off 4. in 5. behind
  6. in front of  7. near    8. upon 9. from 10. around

ttImagination Corner

 E. 1 The girl is playing flower vase in the balcony.
  2. The boy is sleeping in bed.
  3. The kid is standing beside the door.
  4. The cat is sitting under the tree.
  5. The dog is walking across the road. The dog is walking in front of the car.
  6. The boy is running behind the bus.
  7. Abhimanyu and Rahul are talking with each other.
  8. The ball is lying in of the dog.
  9. Twelve comes after eleven. Eleven comes before Twelve.
  10. Two chairs are lying under the table

Chapter 15. Conjunctions

Multiple Choice Questions

 A. 1. a  2. b 3. d 4. c

ttLet's Do

 B. 1. I like bananas but my sister likes apples.
  2. I jumped because Simon told me to jump.
  3. Who is making tea. Priya or Seema?
  4. He is a poor man yet he helps everyone with money.
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  5. Dhoni is both a good batsman and a good wicket keeper.
  6. Mike has two pets a rabbit and a squirrel.
  7. I did not go to school because I was sick.
  8. I missed my exam because I reached late.
 C. 1. and 2. because 3. but 4. Though 5. but
  6. or / and  7. because   8. so 9. because 10. so
 D. 1. Ram has a car (or /  but  / because) he walks all th way to office.
  2. I was thirsty ( because /  so  / but) I asked for a glass of water.
  3. Hw was hungry ( so /  but  / and) he asked for an apple.
  4. I looked for the pen (so /  but  / or) I could not find it.
  5. There is a bat (or /  and  / so) a ball under the table.
  6. The principal praised Malini's courage ( or / because /  and  ) presence mind.
  7. Did you book tickets for (  or  / because / so ) Jaisalmer?
  8. My mother purchased the cardigan ( or /  because  / so ) it was on sale.

ttImagination Corner

 E. 1 She wanted a bicycle so she went to the market.
  2. Angela had fever so she took medicine.
  3. Angela put on school unifrom and wait to school.
  4. Angela wanted new clothes but she got a doll on her birthday.
  5. Angela will go to Dubai in holiday and join dancing classes.

Chapter 16.  Tenses

Multiple Choice Questions

 A. 1. b  2. b 3. b 4. b

ttLet's Do

 B. 1. I forget my lunch almost everyday.
  2. The bee stings me.
  3. I loose weight by exercising daily.
  4. Mehak borrows my coat.
  5. My brother polishes his shoes and irons shirt.
  6. I read the complete story.
  7. My elder brother scares me.
  8. The teacher shouts at me.
 C. 1. Jumped 2. heard 3. came 4. finished 5. cleaned
  6. smelled   7. travelled   8. swam 9. slept 10. climbed
 D. 1. a. play b. played. 2. a.  leaves b. left
  3. a. open  b. opened   4. a.  buys b. bought
  5. a. breaks  b. broke   6. a.  knows b. knew
  7. a. chops  b. chopped   8. a.  grow b. grew.
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ttImagination Corner

 E. 1. I wake up early in the morning daily. 
  2. I go for a walk and do yogasan.
  3. I take my breakfast in time.
  4. I got ready for my school.
  5. I walk down to my school nearby.
  6. After school gets over, I go to play with my friends.
  7. We enjoy playing cricket.
  8. I pay a visit to the library in the evening.
  9. After my dinner again. I walk for a white.
  10. I go to my bed at 10.00 pm.
 F.  Winter vacation is a blessing in disguise. The cold weather keeps our body fit. I have decided 

to go to south. I will complete a journey of around 640 kms on the coastal roads. Some of my 
friends will also join the trip. We shall bask in the Sun on the beaches of the south. We shall 
also try delicious recipes of the states of kerela and karnataka. We will spemd a few days on 
the compus of Naturopathy.

 G. P A I D M C O H

S T A Y E D R A

B E L O N G E D

T S O F E L T H

O A O F E A U E

L I K E D S R A

D D E R E T N R

A D D E D E E D

S A W D I D D K

Chapter 17. Punctuation Marks

Multiple Choice Questions

 A. 1. c  2. a 3. b 4. a

ttLet's Do

 B. 1. When are we going to the park?
  2. I cannot believe I saw my favourite star.
  3. What day of the week is today?
  4. I am so excited to see you.
  5. I love to eat cereals ice cream, pasta and popcorn.
  6. I called Riya, Meeta and Latika. They congratulated me.
  7. Wow! What a lovely painting.
  8. Why did you not come to school yesterday? I was at a station.
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 C. 1. b  2. c 3. d 4. a
 D. 1. I am learning grammar.
  2. My teacher teaches me English.
  3. This is my classroom.
 E. 1. What is the importance of truth?
  2. Where have you kept my bag?
  3. Who came to drop you here?
 F. 1. Hurrah! We have won the match.
  2. Als! You could have seen the match.
  3. Bravo! You have done a good  job.

ttImagination Corner

 G. Me  :  Dad, our school is taking us for a trip. I need to pay ̀ 3000 for it. Please allow me to join 
the trip.

  Dad :  Okay, You may join the trip. I shall pay `3000 to your class teacher. By the way. Where 
is the trip going?

  Me  : We are going to Hyderabd.
  Dad : O I see, how many children are going all together?
  Me  : The whole of class 3 dad.
  Dad : Hmmm! And Who will look you after on the trip?
  Me  : Dad, all our class teachers and our PT teachers are going with us.
  Dad : That's great.

Chapter 18. Synonyms and Antonyms

Multiple Choice Questions

 A. 1. a  2. b 3. c 4. c

ttLet's Do

 B. 1. Peak   2. ........../like   3. light
  4. awsome   5. happy   6. small   
  7. similar/identical  8. tough
C.  Synonym   Word   Antonym
  unlike            tiny   same
  generous          sincere   large
  on time           beautiful   deceitul
  angry            develop   stingy
  small            different   regress
  wholehearted         punctual   ugly
  pretty            giving   late
  improve           upset   pleased
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 D. 1. funny  tall  short  amusing

  2. fast      slow     big  speedy

  3. forward    small     stop  cease

  4. run      walk     close  shut

  5. birtday     seen     gift  present

  6. small      fast     big  large

  7. mom      dad     brother  mother

  8. above     under    go  over

  9. glad      sad     happy  hungry

  10. exit      leave     arrive  fly

 E. 1. ugly 2. difficult 3. end 4. here 5. give
  6. buy    7. foe    8. laugh 9. quiet 10. tight
  11. smoothe  12. some

11S m o o t 4h
10t 3e n 2d
i r i

5g i v e 7f o e
h f 7L
t i a 6b

12s c u u
o 1u g l y
m l h

9q u i e t

ttImagination Corner

 f.  Jenny woke up with a grin. Today was a extraordinary day.. She was going to get a new puppy 
from from the neighbourhood animal shelfter. Jenny bounced out of bed and raced downstairs. 
Her mom and dad were sitting at the breakfast. "Get ready quickly," Mom said. "We need to 
leave house by 9.00.". "I can't wait!" Jenny said cheerfully. She devoured her breakfast, brushed 
her teeth and goot dressed. Jeenny wondered, "What should I name my new puppy?

Chapter 19. Homophones

Multiple Choice Questions

 A. 1. a  2. b 3. a 4. b

ttLet's Do

 B. 1. chilli 2. key 3. earn 4. wonder 5. prey
  6. effect    7. sore    8. ferry
 C. 1. I had ( to / too ) repair the machine before returing it to the customer.
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  2. I had ( eight / are ) dollars left to play video games.
  3. My favourite team had ( one / won ) the world series.
  4. Tie a ( not / knot ) in your shoe laces.
  5. My parents ( allowed / aloud ) to mwatch a movie with my friend.
  6. I saw a ( be / bee ) on the flower.
  7. What did you ( buy / bye ) at the store?
  8. Ravi gives the ( piece / peace ) of mutton to his dog.
  9. She ( war / wore ) a beautiful dress.
  10. Theis chocolate is ( maid / made ) in Switzerland.

 D. 1. blue : The sky is blue today   
   blew : The wind blew very fast
  2. buy : I want to buy a new bag.
   by  : She was travelling by a car.
  3. son : His son has qualified the test.
   sun : The sun is bright in the sky.
  4. hare : The hare understimated the tortoise.
   hair : She has long hair.
  5. right : We took to the right while driving.
   write : I write with my right hand.

 E. Four .....fore..... .....for.....
So .....sow..... ...sew....

Road .....rode..... .....rowed.....
Rain .....reign..... .....rein.....
By .....buy..... ....bye....

Pour .....poor..... ....pore....
To .....too..... .....two.....

ttImagination Corner

 F. 1. I was bored before I could board the flight.
  2. I read a book of red Robbinhood.
  3. Please wait, I have to measure you weight.
  4. I write with my right hand.
  5. The knight came riding on his horse in the night.
  6. You need to knead to flour properly.
  7. Our home is an hour far from the place.
  8. There business is settled there in England.
  9. He ate eight bananas in his breakfast.
  10. One can't steal breaking this steel almirah.
 G. 1. Only  too  children were there before us in queue.

   Only two children were there before us in the queue.
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  2. Simran used the  flower  to make butter cookies.

   Simran used the flour to make butter cookies.

  3. Our fruit salad had banana, mango and pairs.

   Our fruit salad had banana, mango and pears.

  4. The rose  sent  from the candle was great!

   The rose sent from the candle was great.

  5. While driving on the road, we saw a big  heard  of elephants.

   While driving on the road, we saw a big herd of elephants.

  6. You can find everything your  knead  at the shopping mall.

   You can find everything you need ath the shopping mall.

  7. I slept late  knight  as I was reading novel.

   I slept late last night as I was reading a novel.

  8. My sister was  board  watching the cartoon.

   My sister was bored watching the cartoon.

Chapter 20. Composition

Rainy Season
 A.  Dark clouds are seen on a rainy day. We enjoy doing rain dance. Every one can be seen 

carrying an umbrella during rain. People carry umbrella to protect themselves from heavy 
rains. Heavy rains at times disturb the routine. We find puddles all around and we can't move 
out. Greenery adds beauty to the environment in rainy season.

 B. The Lion and the Mouse

   1.  Once upon a time a Lion the kingo fo the Jungle was sleeping under the tree. A mouse 
climbed up his mane and found the hair quite soft. The mouse thought of cutting some hair 
from his mane and take them to prepare cozy blanket for his children. The Lion was upset 
because his sleep was disturbed.

   2.  Quickly, the Lion caught the mouse in his plaw and roared. The mouse started to 
tremble. the Lion said, ' For quite some time you are disturbing me. You have destroyed my 
quality rest time'. The rat was scared and begged the Lion to leave him. The Lion got angry 

and he wanted to devour the mouse as a desert after 3.  his mea. The mouse told the lion, 
'I am a little creature. Eating me will not satisfy you hunger. Let me go please I have two small 
children waiting for me.' The Lion left the mouse ???afully? The rat promise to help the lion in 
his need. The lion laughed aloud.

   The other day the rat heard the roaring of the Lion. When he came out of his hole, he saw the 

Lion trapped in a net. He became worried. 4.  Quickly, he ran to the net and started cutting 
the ropes with his sharp teeth. Very soon be cut all the ropes of the net. The lion became 
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happy and realised his mistake of laughing at the mouse. The lion was greatful to the mouse. 
Both from that very day because good friends.

Chapter 21. Paragraph Writing

My House
My house is the best place where I feel very comfortable. I spend most of my leisure at my home. 
It is surrounded with palm trees. My house has four any rooms. The windows of all these rooms 
open towards green meadows. A river flows at a walking distance from my house. I along with my 
friends walk to the riverside everyday in the evening. I Love playing in the garden of my house. It 
has many beautiful flowerplants. My house is an abode of happiness.

The Circus
The circus is a weans of entertainment for human beings. Children specially enjoy watching the 
acts of artists and animals in the circus. Artist do a lot of practice to perform any act and animals 
are trained to showease their acts. The circus moves from one place to the other and stays for a 
long period to conducts its shows. The masters in the circus instruct birds and animals to perform.

My Pet
I have a pet dog. Its name is Ronny. He is very intelligent. He understands whatever we talk in our 
home. He is very fond of eating apples. He is very friendly will all my family members. Sometimes, 
he gets angry and starts barking at strangers. He doesn't want any child to enter my house. He 
feel is secured. He always wants to be pampered. Ronny is as good as any other family member at 
my home. He likes to sleep in bed and disturbs all of us at night to get a place. He is a loving pet.

Computer
Computer has made our lives easy. It restores plenty of data and helps us get more information 
from other resources. It also enhances our technical abilities. Working on computer, we learn to 
type, save post our write ups in a very short time. It has also got the promision of conections.  In 
true sense, computer is a friendly gadget.

Chapter 22. Comprehension

ttStory

The Festival of Halloween
 A 1.  The speaker learnt about an interresting. American holiday-the festival of Halloween 

celebrated every october of a year
  2.  Pumplans are carved with knives and they are converted into funny faces called as Jack-

o-Lanterus.
 B. 1. a  2. c 3. c
 C. a. family We live happily in our family
        A family in required to tire a happy life.
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  b. costume  I wore a lovely costume on the occasion of Halloween.
  c. candy   Candy is loved by all children.
  d. holiday   We visit good places on the day of holiday

ttStory

In Winter I Get Up at Night
 A 1. a  2. a.
 B. 1. The birds hop on the trees and people keep going in the street.
  2.  The child wants to play under the clear and blue sky instead of sleeping in bed in 

summer.
  3. The child gets dressed up / on winter mornings by candlelight.
  C. 1. night 2. day 3. tree 4. street


